In hyperbaric oxygen therapy a person absorbs up to 15 times more oxygen than normally. This activates our natural mechanisms of healing which may be slower due to age, injury or disease.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is easy, relaxing and comfortable. It is the most natural, safe and effective way to deliver extra oxygen to your body.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is combined with advanced wound care and state of the art microcirculation assessment and electrical stimulation for optimal results.

BaroMedical is a health and wellness centre specialized in oxygen therapy and wound care.

We provide hyperbaric services in oxygen filled chambers for fast, safe and economical health care solutions.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is used in combination with medical treatments and medications to improve their effect and reduce side effects.
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Wellness & health with oxygen therapy

rejuvenate
revitalize
relax
Hyperbaric Oxygen

Benefits of Oxygen Therapy:
Breathing pure oxygen under pressure inside a hyperbaric chamber is used to initiate healing responses in a natural way without side effects.

- revitalizes by improving blood flow and oxygen to all organs
- regenerates small blood vessels (capillaries), nerves and bones
- rejuvenates by releasing stem cells from bone marrow for tissue repair
- reduces pain, swelling, tingling, cramps, numbness
- suppresses inflammation
- shortens recovery time after injury, extreme exercise or surgery
- boosts energy

A few sessions of oxygen therapy at an early point may reduce the risk of complications and need for a long-term therapy.

Hyperbaric oxygen is used for:
- maintaining general health
- improved performance
- increased strength
- enhanced endurance
- pain management
- energy boost preventing exhaustion
- reducing inflammation, swelling, pain
- reducing fatigue and recovery time
- speeding up healing of muscles, ligaments and fractured bones
- reducing and preventing infection
- reducing scar tissue formation
- cleansing blood from toxins and toxic substances
- many acute and chronic illnesses (please call for details)

Experience relaxation and freshness of pure oxygen.

A natural way to your better health

Beauty
Hyperbaric oxygen improves blood circulation in skin and all other organs, promoting cleansing and rejuvenation

Wellness
Oxygen is a key component of optimal physical and mental health. Adequate oxygen levels in your body will keep you in balance.

Healing
Oxygen therapy is a natural way to cope with the effects of ageing, illnesses, injury or overexertion.